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Association between inflammatory bowel diseases 
and Parkinson’s disease: systematic review and 
meta-analysis

Yu Zhu#, Min Yuan#, Yue Liu, Fang Yang, Wen-Zhi Chen, Zhen-Zhen Xu, 
Zheng-Bing Xiang*, Ren-Shi Xu*

Abstract  
Growing evidence suggests that there are similar pathological mechanisms and closely 
related pathogenic risk factors for inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) and Parkinson’s 
disease (PD). However, the epidemiological features of these two diseases are different. 
This review systematically evaluated the relationship between inflammatory bowel diseases 
and Parkinson’s disease risk. We searched PubMed, Embase, and Cochrane databases to 
retrieve observational studies of IBD and PD published from inception to October 2019. 
Nine observational studies, involving 12,177,520 patients, were included in the final 
analysis. None of the studies had Newcastle–Ottawa Scale scores that suggested a high 
risk of bias. After adjusting for confounders and excluding heterogeneous studies, the 
overall risk of PD was significantly higher in IBD patients than in the general population 
(adjusted risk ratio [RR] = 1.24, 95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.15–1.34, P < 0.001). A meta-
analysis of the temporal relationship revealed that the incidence of IBD was significantly 
increased before (adjusted hazard ratio [HR] = 1.26, 95% CI: 1.18–1.35, P < 0.001) and 
after (adjusted RR = 1.40, 95% CI: 1.20–1.80, P < 0.001) PD diagnosis. After excluding a 
heterogeneous study, the pooled risk of PD development in patients with ulcerative colitis 
(adjusted HR = 1.25, 95% CI: 1.13–1.38, P < 0.001) or Crohn’s disease (adjusted HR = 
1.33, 95% CI: 1.21–1.45, P < 0.01) was significantly increased. Subgroup analysis revealed 
no significant differences in risk between men (adjusted HR = 1.23, 95% CI: 1.10–1.39) 
and women (adjusted HR = 1.26, 95% CI: 1.10–1.43); however, older (> 65 years old) IBD 
patients (adjusted HR = 1.32, 95% CI: 1.17–1.48) may have a higher risk than younger (≤ 65 
years old) patients (adjusted HR = 1.24, 95% CI: 1.08–1.42). Patients with IBD who were not 
treated with anti-tumor necrosis factor-α or azathioprine had significantly higher PD risk 
(adjusted HR = 1.6, 95% CI: 1.2–2.2). Thus, our meta-analysis indicates a certain correlation 
between IBD and PD, and suggests that IBD may moderately increase PD risk regardless of 
sex, especially in patients over 65 years of age. Moreover, early anti-inflammatory therapies 
for IBD might reduce the risk of developing PD. Our findings suggest an urgent need for 
an individualized screening strategy for patients with IBD. However, most studies included 
in this paper were observational, and more randomized controlled trials are needed to 
confirm the precise association between IBD and PD.
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Introduction 
P a r k i n s o n ’s  d i s e a s e  ( P D )  i s  t h e  m o s t  c o m m o n 
neurodegenerative motor disorder (Park et al., 2020; Thomas 
Broome et al., 2020), with symptoms that include resting 
tremor, dyskinesia, ankylosis, and postural instability. Non-
motor symptoms (e.g., dementia, depression, and sleep 
disorders) also occur, and can arise even before a motor 
diagnosis is made. The pathology of PD is associated with a 
profound loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra 
pars compacta, which is accompanied by filamentous protein 
inclusions, termed Lewy bodies, in the surviving neurons. 

Lewy bodies are mainly composed of alpha-synuclein (α-syn), 
and these inclusions are the hallmark pathological feature 
of PD. However, their pathogenic relevance remains under 
debate (Kalinderi et al., 2016; Obergasteiger et al., 2018). 
Much evidence suggests that PD pathology starts from chronic 
low-level inflammation in the gastrointestinal tract, thus 
inducing misfolded α-syn, which then propagates to the brain 
via a dysfunctional blood-brain barrier (BBB) or the vagus 
nerve. This has been widely investigated in studies regarding 
the association between PD and alterations of the intestinal 
environment (Houser and Tansey, 2017; Lionnet et al., 2018; 
Spielman et al., 2018).
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In recent years, the relationship between the enteric nervous 
system (ENS) and the central nervous system (CNS), also 
known as the gut-brain axis, has become the subject of 
active investigation (Houser and Tansey, 2017). Inflammatory 
bowel disease (IBD) mainly includes ulcerative colitis (UC) 
and Crohn’s disease (CD) (Huang et al., 2020). IBD is a chronic 
disease with the pathological characteristics of intestinal 
inflammation; moreover, a large amount of biological 
evidence suggests that it can cause neuroinflammation. A 
common shared risk of genetic variants between IBD and PD 
was identified in a recent genome-wide pleiotropic analysis 
(Witoelar et al., 2017), revealing a potential genetic basis of 
the clinical co-occurrence of these two diseases. Additionally, 
Hui et al. (2018) identified commonly shared variants of LRRK2 
(the gene encoding leucine-rich repeat serine/threonine-
protein kinase 2) between CD and PD. Furthermore, an earlier 
epidemiological study examined the possible co-occurrence 
of IBD and PD based on clinical populations, and reported that 
the prevalence of PD in populations with IBD is significantly 
higher than that in general populations (Johnson et al., 
2014). In addition, a Taiwanese retrospective cohort study 
reported an elevated association between IBD and the risk of 
PD prevalence (Lin et al., 2016). These findings suggest the 
need for a retrospective study that explores the association 
between IBD and PD.

Several high-quality clinical studies with large samples have 
also investigated the association between IBD and PD, with 
both positive (Lin et al., 2016) and negative (Escamilla-Sevilla 
et al., 2016; Fujioka et al., 2017; Camacho-Soto et al., 2018) 
results, which has reignited strong debates. The contradictory 
results of these studies might be caused by the different study 
designs and methods used to investigate the association 
between IBD and PD (Escamilla-Sevilla et al., 2016; Fujioka 
et al., 2017; Camacho-Soto et al., 2018). Zhu et al. (2019) 
conducted a recent meta-analysis that revealed that IBD 
increases the risk of PD, but their analysis included the results 
of only four studies. Although the inclusion criteria were 
cohort studies and case-control studies, the types of studies 
that were included were not described separately in the 
results, and they did not include important risk factors of PD, 
such as family history or drug exposure; thus, doubts remain 
about the conclusion of this analysis. Therefore, an updated 
systematic review and meta-analysis is needed to synthesize 
these studies and further elucidate the association between 
IBD and PD.
 
Data and Methods
Search strategy
This systematic review and meta-analysis was performed 
according to Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews 
and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) (Moher et al., 2009) and Meta-
Analysis of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (MOOSE) 
(Stroup et al., 2000) guidelines. Two researchers (YZ and MY) 
systematically retrieved articles published in the PubMed, 
EMbase, and Cochrane database websites from their 
inception dates to October 2019. There were no language 
restrictions, but studies were restricted to observational 
studies of epidemiology. In addition, we manually searched 
in the references of articles to further identify studies suited 
to the meta-analysis. Articles were identified using the 
following search terms: “Parkinson’s disease” or “Parkinsonism 
“and “Inflammatory bowel diseases” or “Crohn disease*” 
or “Ulcerative colitis.” The search strategy was as follows: 
((Parkinson’s disease [Title/Abstract]) OR (Parkinsonism 
[Title/Abstract])) AND ((Inflammatory bowel diseases [Title/
Abstract]) OR (Crohn disease [Title/Abstract]) OR (Ulcerative 
colitis [Title/Abstract])). Medical subject heading (MeSH) 
terms were used in PubMed and Emtree terms were used in 
EMbase.

Selection criteria  
The following studies were included: (1) Studies reporting 
an association between PD and IBD (UC or CD). (2) Studies 
including a longitudinal cohort, case-control, or cross-sectional 
design and published in a peer-reviewed journal. (3) Studies 
reporting unadjusted or adjusted effect estimates, such as the 
hazard ratio (HR), risk ratio (RR), odds ratio (OR), incidence 
rate ratio (IRR), or standardized incidence ratio (SIR) with 
corresponding 95% confidence interval (CI), or results that 
allowed the calculation of RRs or ORs. (4) Studies in which the 
definition or clinical diagnosis of PD and IBD conformed to the 
standard diagnostic criteria or the International Classification 
of Diseases (ICD)-10. (5) Cohort studies with study periods 
including follow-up for over 10 years. 

Studies that included the following conditions were 
excluded: (1) Case reports, letter, reviews, and editorials. (2) 
A retrospective design without a control group, or genetic 
studies that reported risk alleles rather than studying the risk 
of incidence between PD and IBD. (3) Studies assessed by the 
Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS) to have scores of less than 7. 

Two investigators (YZ and MY) independently selected the 
studies, extracted the relevant information from the included 
studies, and assessed the risk of bias. Any discrepancies were 
resolved by consensus.

Data extraction
Two investigators (YZ and MY) independently extracted the 
relevant data from all eligible studies using the following 
data extraction strategies: study characteristics, including the 
author(s), publication year, study design, and study period. 
The study population characteristics were also extracted, 
such as the sample size, age of patients, ascertainment of 
exposure and outcome, risk estimates with 95% CI, case-
finding methods, and adjustment factors. If required, we also 
contacted the corresponding authors to obtain additional 
information. Any discrepancies were resolved by consensus 
and arbitration by a panel of investigators within the review 
team (YZ, MY, FY, ZBX, and RSX).

Assessment of methodological quality
The NOS criteria were used to assess the risk of bias (Stang, 
2010). This scale assesses the risk of bias in the following 
domains: the selection of study groups, the comparability 
of groups, and the ascertainment of exposure and outcome. 
Studies were considered to have a high, moderate, or low risk 
of bias with scores of less than 7, 7 or 8, or 9, respectively. 

Outcome measures
The primary outcome measure was the overall risk of 
association between IBD and PD. Secondary outcome 
measures included the temporal relationship between IBD 
and PD, and different kinds of IBD [i.e., UC or CD, sex, age, and 
anti-tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) or thiopurine exposure].

Statistical analysis
Using the DerSimonian and Laird random-effects model 
(DerSimonian and Laird, 1986), we used extracted study-
specific risk estimates to calculate the pooled RR with 95% 
CI. Risk estimates in terms of ORs, RRs, HRs, IRRs, and SIRs 
were considered equivalent. Heterogeneity was identified 
using Cochran’s Q test (significance level at P < 0.1) and 
quantified using I2 values. Percentages of I2 of < 25%, 25–50%, 
51–75%, and > 75% were taken as no, mild, moderate, and 
large heterogeneity, respectively (Higgins et al., 2003). Egger’s 
linear regression test was used to evaluate publication bias 
for funnel plot asymmetry (Egger et al., 1997). To evaluate the 
stability of results, leave-one-out analyses were performed for 
sensitivity analyses.

We also performed subgroup analyses for the temporal 
relationship of onset between PD and IBD diagnoses (study 
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design), age, and sex. To examine the sequence of incidence 
between PD and IBD, we performed a stratified analysis for 
PD, with exposure and outcomes taken separately.

For measures of risk effect that varied among study designs, 
we pooled RRs among cohort, case-control, and cross-
sectional studies. For time-to-event cohort studies, we 
pooled risk effects, including HRs, RRs, ORs, IRRs, and SIRs, 
and reported them as HRs. Subsequent subgroup analyses 
only used studies that presented a low risk of bias or 
reported time-to-event data (HRs/IRRs). In each case, we 
examined the unadjusted and adjusted measures of effect 
separately. Statistical analysis was performed using STATA 
software (Version 14.0, StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA). 
Significance was set at P < 0.05.

This review was registered in the International Prospective 
Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO; available at 
https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/, ID: CRD42012002291).  

Results
Study characteristics and risk of bias 
Our literature search yielded 1033 unique records, of which 
996 were excluded after the initial screening of titles and 
abstracts. Thirty-seven full-text articles were assessed for 
their eligibility. Nine eligible studies, comprising 12,177,520 
patients from five countries or regions, were included in 
the meta-analysis. Reasons for exclusion are summarized in 
Figure 1.

et al., 2018; Weimers et al., 2019), three case-control studies 
(Rugbjerg et al., 2009; Camachosoto et al., 2018; Weimers et 
al., 2019), and one cross-sectional study (Bahler et al., 2017) 
were included in this meta-analysis. Four of the six cohort 
studies (Lin et al., 2016; Peter et al., 2018; Villumsen et al., 
2018; Weimers et al., 2019) and two of the case-control 
studies (Rugbjerg et al., 2009; Camacho-Soto et al., 2018) 
were assessed for the risk of PD development in patients with 
IBD, in which IBD was defined as exposed. Two cohort studies 
(Hsu et al., 2015; Weimers et al., 2019) evaluated IBD in 
patients with PD, in which IBD was considered as an outcome. 
Only a Swedish study (Weimers et al., 2019) and a Swiss 
cross-sectional study (Bahler et al., 2017) investigated the co-
occurrence of PD and IBD. The Swedish study estimated the 
association between IBD and antecedent/subsequent PD in a 
case-control study and a cohort study, separately. We pooled 
the unadjusted and adjusted estimate effects separately when 
analyzing the overall relationships between IBD and PD. Few 
studies reported only unadjusted or adjusted measures of 
effect, and four cohort studies (Lin et al., 2016; Peter et al., 
2018; Villumsen et al., 2018; Weimers et al., 2019) reported 
HRs/IRRs as time-to-event effects. Only five of the nine studies 
(Lin et al., 2016; Camacho-Soto et al., 2018; Peter et al., 2018; 
Villumsen et al., 2018; Weimers et al., 2019) were explicitly 
designed to assess the relationship between IBD and PD, 
whereas the other studies assessed autoimmune diseases as 
part of their analyses of PD or comorbidities of interest with 
IBD. All eligible studies assessed PD or IBD as an outcome 
event, which was based on ICD classification codes in eight 
studies (Rugbjerg et al., 2009; Li et al., 2012; Hsu et al., 2015; 
Lin et al., 2016; Camacho-Soto et al., 2018; Peter et al., 2018; 
Villumsen et al., 2018; Weimers et al., 2019) and on standard 
diagnostic criteria in one cross-sectional study (Bahler et al., 
2017).

Population characteristics and Newcastle-Ottawa Quality 
Assessment Scale scores of the included studies are 
summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Quality scores ranged 
from 6 to 9. A Hispanic cross-sectional study based on the 
electronic prescribing system database was considered to 
have a high risk of bias; it identified patients who received 
antiparkinsonian drugs as “possible PD”, while those who 
received aminosalicylates as were identified as “possible IBD” 
(Escamilla-Sevilla et al., 2016). Four cohort studies (Lin et al., 
2016; Peter et al., 2018; Villumsen et al., 2018; Weimers et 
al., 2019) that reported time-to-event data were assessed to 
have a low risk of bias. All of the case–control (Rugbjerg et al., 
2009; Camacho-Soto et al., 2018) and cross-sectional (Bahler 
et al., 2017) studies were considered to have moderate risk 
of bias, as were two of the cohort studies. The Hispanic cross-
sectional study (Escamilla-Sevilla et al., 2016) was excluded 
from this meta-analysis because of its high risk of bias.

Overall association between IBD and PD
Synthetic analyses of unadjusted estimates  
The overall risk of PD in relation to IBD among eight studies 
(Rugbjerg et al., 2009; Li et al., 2012; Hsu et al., 2015; Lin et 
al., 2016; Bahler et al., 2017; Camacho-Soto et al., 2018; Peter 
et al., 2018; Villumsen et al., 2018; Weimers et al., 2019) 
reporting exposure and outcome events, calculated as an 
unadjusted RR, was significantly higher than that in general 
populations (pooled unadjusted RR = 1.35, 95% CI: 1.26–1.45, 
P < 0.001; I2 = 45.9%, PQ = 0.07; Figure 2). Mild heterogeneity 
was observed when studies were pooled together; however, 
there was no presence of asymmetry in the funnel plot, and 
no small-study effects or publication bias were observed 
when assessed by Egger’s test (P = 0.40). Sensitivity analysis 
revealed that the leave-one-out analysis results ranged 
from 1.31 (95% CI: 1.22–1.40) to 1.38 (95% CI: 1.29–1.48). 
Subgroup analysis demonstrated that the pooled unadjusted 
RR (95% CI) for the “IBD preceding PD diagnosis” group was 
1.33 (1.23–1.43), revealing mild heterogeneity (I2 = 45.5%, PQ 

1263 Records by literature search 
   PubMed: 210 
   EMbase: 1033 
   Cochrane library: 20

230 Duplicates 
removed

1033 Unique records

996 Excluded after abstract review

37 Studies undergoing full-text review

27 Excluded after full-text review: 
   6  Editorial, Comment, letter or case-report; 
   1  Disease other than Parkinson’s disease;    
   4  Studies did not assess exposure or outcome; 
   2  Retrospective study with no control group; 
   4  Laboratory studies; 
  10  Genetic studies

10 Studies included in qualitative synthesis

1  Cross-sectional study excluded  due to high   
    risk bias

9 Studies included in quantitative synthesis 
(1 study included both cohort and case-control studies)

6 Cohort studies 3 Case-control studies 1 Cross-sectional study

Figure 1 ｜ Flow chart of the search process and study selection.

Among the nine included studies (Rugbjerg et al., 2009; Li et 
al., 2012; Hsu et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2016; Bahler et al., 2017; 
Camacho-Soto et al., 2018; Peter et al., 2018; Villumsen et al., 
2018; Weimers et al., 2019), one study was designed as both a 
cohort and case-control study based on the same population 
(Weimers et al., 2019). Thus, six cohort studies (Li et al., 2012; 
Hsu et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2016; Peter et al., 2018; Villumsen 
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Table 1 ｜ Characteristics of nine studies included in qualitative synthesis

Study Study population Study period Study design

Age at 
Inclusion 
(yr)

Effect 
Estimates Crude risk Adjusted risk

Adjustment 
variables 

NOS 
score

Rugbjerg et al., 
2009

The Danish National 
Hospital Register, 
Denmark

1986–2006 Case-control ≥ 35 OR IBD: 1.23 (0.91–1.67);
CD: 1.06 (0.54–2.10);
UC: 1.28 (0.91–1.80)

NA NA 7

Li et al., 2012 The Primary Health 
Care Research Center-
MigMed Database,  
Lund University, 
Sweden

1964–2007 Retrospective 
cohort study

> 0 SIR NA UC: 1.23 (0.90–1.64);
CD:0.62 (0.33–1.07)

Age, period, 
socioeconomic 
status, region 
of residence, 
hospitalization of 
COPD, and alcoholism 
and alcohol-related 
liver disease

8

Hsu et al., 2015 The National Health 
Research Institutes 
(NHRI), China (Taiwan)

2000–2008 Retrospective 
cohort study

> 0 RR IBD: 1.113 (0.78–1.60) NA NA 7

Lin et al., 2016 The National 
Health Insurance--
Longitudinal Health 
Insurance Database 
2000 (LHID 2000), 
China (Taiwan)

2000–2011 Retrospective 
cohort study

≥ 20 HR IBD: 1.43 (1.15–1.79);
CD: 1.45 (1.15–1.83);
UC: 1.25 (0.64–2.42);

IBD: 1.35 (1.08–1.68);
CD: 1.40 (1.11–1.77);
UC:0.94 (0.49–1.84)

Age, sex, and 
comorbidities 
of diabetes, 
hypertension, 
hyperlipidemia, 
stroke, CAD, head 
injury, depression, 
and CKD

9

Bählera et al., 
2017

The Helsana Insurance 
Group, Switzerland

2014 Cross-sectional 
study

> 1 OR NA IBD:0.92 (0.67–1.27) Age, sex, language 
area, type of 
insurance coverage, 
and urbanization 

7

Camachosoto et 
al., 2018

Medicare base file 
(BASF), USA

2004–2009 Case-control 
study

> 65 OR NA IBD:0.85 (0.80–0.91);
CD:0.83 (0.74–0.93);
UC:0.88 (0.82–0.96)

Age, race, sex, 
and probability 
of smoking, 
comorbidities

7

Peter et al., 2018 The Truven Health 
MarketScan 
Commercial Database 
and the Medicare 
Supplemental 
Database, USA

2000–2016 Retrospective 
cohort study

≥ 18 IRR IBD: 1.28 (1.14–1.44);
CD: 1.26 (1.03–1.54);
UC: 1.30 (1.13–1.5)

IBD: 1.28 (1.14–1.44);
CD: 1.26 (1.03–1.53);
UC: 1.31 (1.14–1.51)

Time-varying age 
group and sex, and 
offset by time

9

Villumsen et al., 
2018

The National Patient 
Registry (NPR), 
Denmark

1977–2014 Retrospective 
cohort study

≥ 15 HR IBD: 1.24 (1.12–1.38) IBD: 1.22 (1.09–1.35);
CD: 1.35 (1.20–1.52);
UC: 1.12 (0.89–1.40)

Gender and age; 
comorbidity index

9

Weimers et al., 
2019

The National Patient 
Registry (NPR), Sweden

2002–2014 Retrospective 
cohort study

≥ 18 HR NA IBD: 1.3 (1.0–1.6)
UC: 1.3 (1.0–1.7)
CD: 1.1 (0.7–1.7)
IBD-U: 1.7 (0.8–3.0)

Sex, age, index 
date, and place of 
residency

9

The National Patient 
Registry (NPR), Sweden

1964–2014 Case-control 
study

≥ 18 OR NA IBD: 1.4 (1.2–1.8)
UC: 1.4 (1.1–1.9)
CD: 1.6 (1.1–2.3)
IBD-U: 1.1 (0.5–2.3)

Sex, age, index 
date, and place of 
residency

9

Study
Number of exposed 
cases (n)  

Number of exposed 
cases with events (n)

Number of 
controls (n) 

Number of controls 
with events (n) Source of the controls

Descriptionof risk 
factor

Case finding 
methods

Rugbjerg et al., 
2009

PD: 13695 PD with IBD/CD/UC: 
52/10/42

Non-PD: 68445 Non-PD with IBD/CD/
UC: 211/47/164

General population NA ICD

Li et al., 2012 UC: 27881; 
CD: 22750;

UC with PD: 46; CD 
with PD: 13

NA NA Hospital settings NA ICD

Hsu et al., 2015 PD: 1698; PD with IBD: 37 Non-PD: 6792 Non-PD with IBD: 133 General population NA ICD
Lin et al., 2016 IBD: 8373; CD: 56507; 

UC: 84436;
IBD/CD/UC with PD: 
106/97/9

33492 with PD: 290 General population ≥ 60 years old; gender ICD

Bählera et al., 
2017

IBD: 4791 IBD: 72 575943 with PD: 5184 General population NA Medical record

Camachosoto et 
al., 2018

PD: 89790 PD with IBD/CD/UC: 
2599/749/1583

Non-PD: 118095 Non-PD with IBD/CD/
UC: 2381/708/1405 

General population NA ICD

Peter et al., 2018 IBD: 144018; CD: 
56507; UC: 84436

IBD/CD/UC with PD: 
371/122/243

720090 Controls (IBD/CD/UC) 
with PD: 1425/480/913

General population Free medication; ≥ 60 
years old

ICD

Villumsen et al., 
2018

IBD: 76477 IBD with PD: 335 7548259 with PD: 39784 General population ≥ 65 years old; gender ICD

Weimers et al. , 
2019

IBD: 39652; UC: 24422; 
CD: 11418; IBD-U: 
3812; 

IBD/CD/UC/IBD-U with 
PD: 103/23/69/11 
(after IBD)

396520 with PD: 1556 General population Free Medication; ≥ 60 
years old; gender

ICD

IBD: 39652; UC: 24422; 
CD: 11418; IBD-U: 
3812

IBD/CD/UC/IBD-U 
with PD: 102/30/64/8 
(before IBD)

396520 with PD: 1556 General population ≥ 60 years old; gender ICD

CAD: Coronary Artery Disease; CD: Crohn's disease; CKD: Chronic Kidney Disease; COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; HR: hazard ratio; ICD: 
International Classification of Diseases; IRR: incidence rate ratio; OR: odds ratio; PD: Parkinson’s disease; RR: risk ratio; SIR: standardized incidence ratio; UC: 
ulcerative colitis. 
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= 0.10). In addition, the pooled unadjusted RR (95% CI) for 
the “PD diagnosis preceding IBD” group was 1.32 (1.04–1.66), 
revealing mild heterogeneity across studies (I2 = 30.0%, PQ = 
0.232), while that of the “Co-occurrence of PD and IBD” group 
was 1.46 (1.16–1.83), revealing moderate heterogeneity 
(Figure 3). 

Synthetic analysis of adjusted estimates  
Four cohort studies (Lin et al., 2016; Peter et al., 2018; 
Villumsen et al., 2018; Weimers et al., 2019), one case-control 
study (Camacho-Soto et al., 2018), and one cross-sectional 
study (Bahler et al., 2017) reported adjusted risk estimates 
for the association between IBD and PD, which suggested no 
association (pooled adjusted RR = 1.14, 95% CI: 0.93–1.39, 
P = 0.22, I2 = 92.5%; Figure 2) and revealed no evidence of 
publication bias (Egger’s test: P = 0.20). However, when the 
study by Camachosoto et al. (2018) was removed from this 
analysis, the pooled adjusted RR increased to 1.24 (95% 
CI: 1.15–1.34, P < 0.001, I2 = 9.9%) and the heterogeneity 
disappeared. A subgroup analysis of the “IBD preceding PD 
diagnosis” group revealed that the pooled adjusted RR was 
1.17 (95% CI: 0.94–1.47, P = 0.16, I2 = 94%). We therefore only 
included the four cohort studies that had a low risk of bias, 
and excluded the study by Camachosoto et al. (2018) from 
this subgroup analysis. In this analysis, the pooled adjusted HR 
was markedly stronger and the heterogeneity was completely 
eliminated (pooled adjusted HR = 1.26, 95% CI: 1.18–1.35, 
I2 < 0.01%). For the subgroup analysis of “PD preceding IBD 
diagnosis”, only the Swedish case-control study revealed a 
risk of subsequent IBD incidence in patients with PD, of 1.4 
(1.2–1.8) when reported as the adjusted OR (95% CI). 

Analysis of PD development in CD/UC  
Five cohort studies (Li et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2016; Peter et 
al., 2018; Villumsen et al., 2018; Weimers et al., 2019) and 
one case-control study (Camacho-Soto et al., 2018) examined 
the risk of subsequent PD development among patients 
with two specific phenotypes of IBD (CD/UC). The risk of 
PD development among CD and UC populations was not 
significantly different from that among general populations. 
The pooled adjusted RR was 1.09 (95% CI: 0.86–1.40, P = 
0.48, I2 = 88.9%; Figure 4) for CD, and the pooled adjusted RR 
was 1.13 (95% CI: 0.92–1.38, P = 0.25, I2 = 83.8%; Figure 5) 
for UC. Large heterogeneity across the studies was observed. 
Removing the study by Camachosoto et al. (2018) revealed an 
increased risk of PD development among both CD (adjusted 
HR = 1.33, 95% CI: 1.21–1.45, I2 = 50.4%; Figure 6) and UC 
(adjusted HR = 1.25, 95% CI: 1.13–1.38, I2 < 0.01%; Figure 7), 
and markedly lower heterogeneity. 

Sex-specific analysis  
In the subgroup analysis for sex, three cohort studies (Lin 
et al., 2016; Peter et al., 2018; Villumsen et al., 2018) with 
a low risk of bias investigated the subsequent risk of PD 

development among male and female IBD patients separately. 
The pooled adjusted HR of subsequent PD was 1.23 (95% 
CI: 1.10–1.39, P < 0.001, I2 < 0.001%; Figure 8) in male IBD 
patients and 1.26 (95% CI: 1.10–1.43, P = 0.001, I2 < 0.001%; 
Figure 9) in female IBD patients. Although Lin et al. (2016) 
reported that male patients with IBD had a higher risk of PD 
than female patients, our analysis revealed that the increased 
risk was present in both male and female patients; no sex 
differences were observed. 

Age-specific analysis
Compared with younger IBD patients (age ≤ 65 years), three 
cohort studies (Lin et al., 2016; Peter et al., 2018; Villumsen 
et al., 2018) with a low risk of bias found that older (> 65 
years) men with IBD were at a greater risk of PD incidence. 
Conversely, one case-control study (Camacho-Soto et al., 
2018) reported that the risk of PD development was lower 
among IBD patients with older age. The pooled adjusted RR 
for older IBD patients was 1.17 (95% CI: 0.87–1.58, P = 0.29; 
Figure 10), and the pooled adjusted HR for younger patients 
was 1.24 (95% CI: 1.08–1.42, P = 0.002; Figure 11) in three 
cohort studies. No heterogeneity was observed and the 
pooled risk estimates were significantly increased for older 
patients after removing the study by Camachosoto et al. 
(2018) (adjusted HR = 1.32, 95% CI: 1.17–1.48; Figure 12). Our 
analysis suggests a slightly elevated risk of PD among older 
IBD patients compared with younger patients. 

Anti-inflammatory treatment-specific analysis
Two studies, performed by Peter et al. (2018) and Weimers et 
al. (2019), assessed the relationship between the risk of PD 
development and patients with IBD undergoing anti-TNF-α 
treatment. The results indicated that IBD patients who were 
prescribed anti-TNF-α therapy had a lower risk of developing 
PD compared with IBD individuals who were never treated 
with this therapy (adjusted IRR = 0.22, 95% CI: 0.05–0.88). 
Furthermore, IBD patients who were never treated with anti-
TNF-α or thiopurines had a higher risk of developing PD than 
the general population (adjusted HR = 1.6, 95% CI: 1.2–2.2).

Publication bias
There was no clear publishing bias in the synthetic analyses 
of unadjusted estimates (Egger’s test: P = 0.40) or adjusted 
estimates (Egger’s test: P = 0.20).

Discussion
Summary of evidence
The findings of our systematic review and meta-analysis 
suggested an association between IBD and PD, especially 
for CD and UC, and revealed a higher incidence of PD in IBD 
patients compared with the general population. The risk of 
PD development appeared similar in male and female IBD 
patients. However, there was a slightly higher risk of PD 
development among IBD patients over the age of 65, and 

Table 2 ｜ Newcastle-Ottawa Quality Assessment Scale

Study

Selection

Comparability

Outcome Exposure

Total1 2 3 4 1 2 3 1 2 3

Rugbjerg et al., 2009 ★ ☆ ★ ★ ★☆ ★ ★ ★ 7
Li et al., 2012 ★ ☆ ★ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ 8
Hsu et al., 2015 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★☆ ★ ☆ ★ 7
Lin et al., 2016 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ 9
Bählera et al., 2017 ★ ☆ ☆ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ 7
Villumsen et al., 2018 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ 9
Peter et al., 2018 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ 9
Camachosoto et al., 2018 ★ ☆ ☆ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ 7
Weimers et al., 2019 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★★ ★ ★ ★ 9
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early anti-inflammatory treatment in patients with IBD may 
reduce the risk of PD development.

Although the studies in our analysis had differences in their 
study design, all studies except for one, by Camachosoto 
et al. (2018), reported consistent results of a higher risk of 
PD development among IBD patients. Moreover, the study 
performed by Camachosoto et al. (2018) contributed to the 
considerable heterogeneity observed in this meta-analysis. 
The case-control study by Camachosoto et al. (2018), from 
the United States, was based on data from a Medicare 
database that only included PD patients aged > 65 years with 
newly diagnosed PD, and non-PD controls. These authors 
analyzed the association between IBD and the subsequent 
development of PD. However, the population in this study was 
not representative of general IBD populations. In addition, 
this study by Camachosoto et al. (2018) included data from 5 
years prior to a PD diagnosis, and we noted that although this 
study reported a negative association between IBD and the 
subsequent development of PD, the prevalence of IBD in the 
PD patients (2.9%) was markedly higher than in the non-PD 
controls (2.0%). Furthermore, the majority of heterogeneity 
in our meta-analysis disappeared after removing the study 
by Camachosoto et al. (2018), and the consistency of the 
association between IBD and PD was enhanced. Although 
there was some heterogeneity across the other studies, the 
sensitivity analysis further confirmed the association between 
IBD and PD, and there was no evidence of publication bias.

Our findings provide evidence to suggest that IBD may be an 
important risk factor for PD development, and also indicate 
that PD might increase the relative risk of IBD development 
based on two studies (Hsu et al., 2015; Peter et al., 2018). 
Notably, all included studies were unidirectional except 
for a Swedish study (Peter et al., 2018), which attempted 
to investigate the explicit temporal relationship of onset 
between IBD and PD by bidirectional analysis. The majority of 
our included studies were based on Medicare databases or 
hospitalization registries for the estimated data of IBD and PD 
diagnoses; therefore, the data may have provided inaccurate 
insights into the temporal relationship of onset between IBD 
and PD. This means that it is difficult to accurately identify 
the early and late order of IBD and PD. Furthermore, the long 
incubation periods and atypical symptoms of both PD and IBD 
make it difficult to clarify the onset sequence. It is thus very 
difficult to conduct a bidirectional study of the relationship 
between IBD and PD.

Our meta-analysis suggested that populations with PD or IBD 
tend to have a higher risk of developing PD than populations 
without PD or IBD. The majority of included studies in our 
meta-analysis were focused on studying the association 
between IBD and the subsequent development of PD, and 
suggested that IBD might increase the risk of PD incidence 
Thus, the concept that IBD might be a potential biological 
mechanism of PD development was further identified. 
Although Zhu et al. (2019) concluded that IBD increases the 
risk of PD, they only included four articles in their meta-
analysis. In addition, although their inclusion criteria were 
cohort studies and case-control studies, the different types 
of studies were not described separately in the results, and 
important risk factors of PD (such as family history or drug 
exposure) were not included, which has led to doubts about 
their findings. Our meta-analysis also revealed a correlation 
between IBD and PD, especially for CD and UC. The incidence 
of PD in patients with IBD was higher than that in the general 
population, regardless of sex. Early anti-inflammatory 
therapy in patients with IBD seemed to reduce this risk. This 
finding may be related to chronic pro-inflammatory immune 
activation of the intestine, because this feature is also 
thought to be associated with neurodegenerative diseases, 
including PD and multiple system atrophy. The characteristic 
pathological sign of PD is the aggregation of intracellular α-syn. 

Specific phosphorylated α-syn aggregation patterns can also 
be identified in the ENS of patients with PD, and is likely to be 
associated with inflammatory processes and intestinal barrier 
dysfunction. In addition, LRRK is the most common gene 
associated with both sporadic and familial PD and multiple 
system atrophy. Recent studies have shown that LRRK2 is 
also involved in regulating the inflammatory response as well 
as α-syn clearance, and that a congenital immune response 
deficiency may cause α-syn accumulation (Brudek, 2019; 
Villumsen et al., 2019).

Current evidence suggests that IBD increases the expression 
of proinflammatory cytokines, such as TNF-α, interferon 
gamma (IFN-γ), interleukin (IL)-6, and IL-1β, in the gut (Brudek, 
2019; Villumsen et al., 2019) and injured intestinal tight 
junctions. This triggers a proinflammatory-initiated immune 
response that induces intestinal barrier dysfunction and 
increases intestinal permeability (Neurath, 2014; Olesen et 
al., 2016; Pazmandi et al., 2019). Recently, several studies 
have reported that PD shares similar intestinal alterations to 
IBD (Clairembault et al., 2015; Rocha et al., 2015; Qin et al., 
2016; Houser et al., 2018; Perez-Pardo et al., 2019; Rutsch 
et al., 2020). In addition, some studies have suggested that 
patients with PD have a higher expression of proinflammatory 
cytokines (Rocha et al., 2015; Qin et al., 2016; Houser et al., 
2018) and greater intestinal permeability compared with 
healthy controls (Forsyth et al., 2011; Clairembault et al., 
2015; Rutsch et al., 2020). Moreover, a higher prevalence of 
small intestinal bacterial overgrowth has been observed in PD 
patients compared with controls without PD (Tan et al., 2014; 
Niu et al., 2016), and dysbiosis of the intestinal microbiome 
may also induce the intestinal inflammatory response 
(Spielman et al., 2018). The sustained intestinal inflammation 
of IBD can prompt a systemic immune response, subsequently 
resulting in systemic inflammation and increasing the 
permeability of the BBB (Pellegrini et al., 2018). Increased 
BBB permeability is commonly observed in PD patients 
(Rocha et al., 2015; Qin et al., 2016; Perez-Pardo et al., 2019). 
In addition, sustained systemic inflammation induces the 
overexpression and aggregation of α-syn (Griffin et al., 2006; 
Kelly et al., 2014) and then stimulates a proinflammatory 
response from immune cells, which prompts abnormal α-syn 
to propagate into the CNS via prion-like mechanisms (Lema 
et al., 2013). Furthermore, peripheral inflammation may 
transfer to the brain and aggravate the spread of α-syn to the 
CNS via BBB dysfunction (Lema et al., 2013). Ultimately, the 
intestinal inflammation, systemic inflammation, and aberrant 
α-syn pathology that is induced by IBD might accelerate 
neuroinflammation and lead to the specific neurodegenerative 
pathological features of PD (Lema et al., 2013). Notably, two 
previous studies (Lema et al., 2013; Holmqvist et al., 2014) 
have supported the results proposed by Braak et al. (2006), 
that synucleinopathy might initially occur in both the dorsal 
motor nucleus of the vagus (DMV) and the ENS in the earliest 
stages of PD (Braak et al., 2006). Therefore, another possible 
mechanism by which IBD might prompt the occurrence of 
PD is that intestinal synucleinopathy may be transmitted to 
the brain via the vagus nerve (Holmqvist et al., 2014), and 
then spread from the DMV to other regions of the brain 
(Lema et al., 2013; Holmqvist et al., 2014). A recent study 
reported a reduced risk of developing PD in patients who 
underwent vagotomy (Breen et al., 2019), and suggested that 
the resection of autonomic nerves may have neuroprotective 
effects in PD patients.

Another potential explanation for the association between 
IBD and PD is that both IBD and PD patients have shared 
genetic susceptibility, especially in patients with CD and PD 
(Derkinderen and Neunlist, 2018). A genome-wide pleiotropy 
analysis identified several shared loci between CD or UC 
and PD, such as LRRK2, HLA, MAPT, and TRIM10. Moreover, 
the strong genetic similarities observed between CD and 
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Figure 2 ｜ Forest plot of the overall risk of inflammatory bowel diseases  
in relation to Parkinson’s disease.
The overall risk of Parkinson’s disease was significantly higher in patients with 
inflammatory bowel diseases than in the general population. Confounding 
factors (age, sex, comorbidities, race, type of insurance, residence, smoking, 
and index date) were corrected for in the synthetic analysis of adjusted 
estimates. CI: Confidence interval.

Figure 3 ｜ Analyses of subgroups relating IBD to PD.
Subgroup analyses by temporal relationship revealed that IBD occurrence 
was significantly higher before or after PD diagnosis. Crohn’s disease and 
ulcerative colitis were both linked to elevated PD risk. There was no significant 
difference in risk in the sex-specific analysis, but older adult patients with IBD 
had a possibly increased PD risk compared with younger adult patients. IBD 
patients who were never exposed to anti-tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) 
or thiopurines also had a possibly higher risk of developing PD compared 
with those who were exposed to these treatments. aHR: Adjusted hazard 
ratio; aRR: adjusted risk ratio; cRR: crude risk ratio; IBD: inflammatory bowel 
diseases; PD: Parkinson’s disease..

Figure 4 ｜ Forest plot of the associations between Crohn’s disease and 
Parkinson’s disease.
There was no significantly increased risk of Parkinson’s disease in patients 
with Crohn’s disease  when all adjusted effect estimates were pooled. 
Confounding factors (age, sex, comorbidities, residence, alcoholism, smoking, 
and index date) were adjusted for. aRR: Adjusted risk ratio; CI: confidence 
interval.

Figure 5 ｜ Forest plot of the associations between ulcerative colitis and 
Parkinson’s disease.
There was no significantly increased risk of Parkinson’s disease in patients 
with ulcerative colitis when all adjusted effect estimates were pooled. 
Confounding factors (age, sex, comorbidities, residence, alcoholism, smoking, 
and index date) were adjusted for. aRR: Adjusted risk ratio; CI: confidence 
interval.

Figure 6 ｜ Forest plot of the associations between Crohn’s disease and 
Parkinson’s disease after removing the study with high heterogeneity. 
There was a significantly increased risk of Parkinson’s disease development 
among Crohn’s disease patients after removing a heterogeneous study. 
Confounding factors (age, sex, comorbidities, residence, and index date) were 
adjusted for. aHR: Adjusted hazard ratio; CI: confidence interval.

Figure 7 ｜ Forest plot of the associations between ulcerative colitis and 
Parkinson’s disease after removing the study with high heterogeneity.
There was a significantly increased risk of Parkinson’s disease development 
among ulcerative colitis patients after removing a heterogeneous study. 
Confounding factors (age, sex, comorbidities, residence, and index date) were 
adjusted for. aHR: Adjusted hazard ratio; CI: confidence interval.
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Figure 8 ｜ Forest plot of the associations between male patients with 
inflammatory bowel diseases and Parkinson’s disease development.
There was a certain link between male inflammatory bowel diseases patients 
and higher Parkinson’s disease risk. CI: Confidence interval; HR: hazard ratio.

Figure 9 ｜ Forest plot of the associations between female patients with 
inflammatory bowel disease and Parkinson’s disease development.
There was a certain link between female inflammatory bowel diseases 
patients and higher Parkinson’s disease risk. CI: Confidence interval; HR: 
hazard ratio.

Figure 10 ｜ Forest plot of the associations between inflammatory bowel 
disease patients aged > 65 years and Parkinson’s disease development. 
There was no significantly increased risk of Parkinson’s disease in 
inflammatory bowel disease patients aged > 65 years when all adjusted effect 
estimates were pooled. CI: Confidence interval; HR: hazard ratio.

Figure 11 ｜ Forest plot of the associations between inflammatory bowel 
disease patients aged ≤ 65 years and Parkinson’s disease development. 
Younger inflammatory bowel disease patients (≤ 65 years) were associated 
with a higher risk of Parkinson’s disease. Confounding factors (age, sex, 
comorbidities, residence, and index date) were adjusted for. CI: Confidence 
interval; HR: hazard ratio.

Figure 12 ｜ Forest plot of the associations between inflammatory bowel 
disease patients aged > 65 years and Parkinson’s disease development after 
removing the study with high heterogeneity.
There was a significantly increased risk of Parkinson’s disease development 
among inflammatory bowel disease patients aged > 65 years after removing a 
heterogeneous study. CI: Confidence interval; HR: hazard ratio.

PD indicate a common pathogenetic link between the two 
phenotypes of CD and PD (Witoelar et al., 2017). The CARD15/
NOD2 gene is also associated with CD, and is overexpressed 
in patients with PD (Liu et al., 2015; Dudzińska et al., 2018). 
Variants of LRRK2 are considered to be a major susceptibility 
gene for both CD and PD; the protein encoded by LRRK2 
regulates the inflammatory pathway and is involved in the 
incidence and/or progression of both CD and PD. Although 
strong genetic links have been observed between CD and PD 
in many studies, there was no significant difference in the risk 
of PD development between UC and CD in the present meta-
analysis. Based on evidence regarding the similar pathological 
mechanisms of UC and CD (Khor et al., 2011), these two 
diseases might both increase the incidence of PD equally.

The sex-specific subgroup analysis revealed that the 
significantly increased risk of PD in IBD patients was similar 
between female and male patients. Although estrogen may 
have a neuroprotective role in modulating PD, especially 
in female patients (Yoo et al., 2020), it may only delay the 
progression of PD, but not avert its occurrence. Therefore, 
the relationship between sex and PD development remains 
uncertain (Kieburtz and Wunderle, 2013). We identified 
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a slightly increased risk of PD in older patients with IBD 
compared with younger patients. One potential cause might 
be that PD is typically diagnosed in older men with a long 
latency period prior to their diagnosis. Furthermore, the time 
of use of anti-inflammatory drugs or immunosuppressants, 
such as anti-TNF-α agents, thiopurines, or nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), is much shorter in older-onset 
IBD patients; this might be another underlying reason for the 
higher risk of PD development in older adult IBD patients. 

Both anti-inflammatory drugs and immunosuppressants 
might suppress the peripheral inflammatory response, 
reduce neuroinflammation via the damaged BBB, and impede 
the propagation of abnormal α-syn, which highlights their 
potential for modulating PD risk in IBD patients (Kieburtz 
and Wunderle, 2013; Racette et al., 2018). Two large cohort 
studies that were included in our meta-analysis reported 
the same conclusion: that earlier treatment of IBD with anti-
inflammatory drugs might reduce the risk of PD development 
(Peter et al., 2018; Weimers et al., 2019). Thus, we suggest 
that age, sex, and treatment with anti-inflammatory drugs 
or immunosuppressants are modified risk factors for the 
development of PD, and should be further evaluated in future 
studies.

Limitations
There were several factors that limit the interpretation of 
this study. First, the majority of the included studies were 
retrospective observational studies that only included 
data from Medicare databases or hospitalization registries. 
Thus, differences in the diagnostic criteria of PD or IBD may 
contribute to the ascertainment bias of this meta-analysis. 
Second, the unmeasured bias caused by combining various 
individual study designs may also affect the quality of this 
analysis. The study performed by Camachosoto et al. (2018) 
reported several limitations, and was considered to be the 
major source of heterogeneity in the pooled analysis. We have 
addressed this issue by evaluating cohort studies with a low 
risk of bias separately. Third, almost all of the studies included 
in this meta-analysis were subject to bias related to a lack of 
demographic information; these studies may have failed to 
consider potential confounders, such as potential risk factors 
for PD (e.g., tobacco use, caffeine intake, NSAIDs, or traumatic 
brain injury) (Kieburtz and Wunderle, 2013). Although most 
studies adjusted for the confounders of age and sex, they 
ignored other confounders, which might limit our ability to 
examine the association between IBD and the incidence of 
PD. Thus, the potential impact of secondary associations 
should be considered in the future. Fourth, despite few 
studies (Hsu et al., 2015; Weimers et al., 2019) reporting an 
increased risk of IBD development among PD patients, the 
interpretation of the subgroup analyses with limited numbers 
of studies should be be cautious, because they may be easily 
dominated by single studies. Similarly, a limited number of 
studies reported that anti-inflammatory treatment reduced 
the risk of PD, which was consistent with the previous findings 
of biological mechanisms; however, more epidemiological 
evidence is needed to further support this concept. Fifth, the 
pooled different effect measures may have resulted in some 
misrepresented results in this analysis. Hazard ratios were the 
most suitable effect estimate for investigating the relationship 
between IBD and PD, but they were only available for less 
than half of all studies. Because the rate of PD prevalence 
is relatively low among the general population or IBD 
patients, these different estimates are consistent overall, and 
combining varying estimates is therefore reasonable for this 
meta-analysis. Sixth, Weimers et al. (2019) suggested that the 
higher risk of subsequently developing PD is proportional to 
the number of healthcare visits, which may reflect surveillance 
bias (Haut and Pronovost, 2011). In contrast, Villumsen et 
al. (2019) were against this viewpoint in their study. Further 
research should therefore address this concern to clarify the 

association between IBD and PD. In general, further studies 
are required to collect more thorough data regarding patient 
demographics, including confounders such as smoking 
and caffeine intake. More well-designed epidemiological 
studies focusing on the association between IBD and PD are 
warranted.

Conclusions
The results of our meta-analysis suggest that there is a 
certain correlation between IBD and PD. In addition, IBD may 
moderately increase the risk of PD regardless of sex, especially 
in patients over the age of 65 years. Early treatment with 
anti-inflammatory therapies for IBD might reduce the risk of 
subsequently developing PD. However, because the studies 
included in this analysis were retrospective observational 
studies, more high-quality prospective cohort studies or 
randomized controlled trials are needed to confirm the 
precise association between IBD and PD. 
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